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Debate packs – trying something new for New Zealand 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you for the introduction.  My talk is about a trial of a new product from the New Zealand Parliamentary Library for members and their staff.  I hope you find it useful and interesting.  We call the product “Debate packs” and it is a compilation of background material on a bill along with a short summary written by one of our Library subject experts.  They’re designed to help those people writing speech notes on a bill, especially when they get little notice that they may be speaking in the House.  Other libraries may call them Bills Backgrounders or something similar. We’re just about to start deciding whether or not we want to make this product permanent, so I’ve left some time at the end of my presentation to hear your views on similar services you may already offer



  

New Zealand Parliament 

  
APLAP Conference Canberra 2015 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A few details about the NZ parliament to give you some context.�Unicameral; in the 51st parliament 121 MPs; 7 political parties



  

How a bill becomes law 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As I’m talking about a product which is designed to help MPs who are speaking on or want to know about Bills going through the House, I’ll spend a bit of time talking very broadly about our legislative process.�The House considers several types of bill.Government billsMembers’ billsLocal billsPrivate bills, with the most common type being Government Bills.�There are several stages that a bill passes before becoming an Act of Parliament. These stages ensure that a bill is subject to public debate and scrutiny and provide opportunities for the bill to be changed.�A first reading debate provides the first chance to debate a bill in the House.�At the end of the debate the House decides if a bill should progress. If the ‘first reading’ is agreed, the bill is usually referred to a select committee to be considered in more detail.�Select committees normally invite public submissions on a bill. Then they hold public hearings to listen to some of those who made submissions. The committee members work through the issues raised, and decide what changes, if any, should be made to the bill.�At the second reading stage Members can debate the main principles of a bill, and any changes recommended by the select committee in its report.�If the second reading is agreed, the bill is ready for debate by a committee of the whole House.�The CWH debate is a chance to examine the bill in detail. The bill can be changed by Supplementary Order Papers.�Once the final form of a bill is agreed, it is reprinted to show any changes that have been made. The bill is then ready for third reading, which is usually a summing-up debate. The vote at the end of the debate is the final vote in the House to either pass the bill or reject it. Bills are rarely rejected at this stage



  

Parliamentary Library 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
And now some background about the NZ Parliamentary Library.�Our main role is to provide Library, research and information services to MPs, including cabinet ministers, their staff, and to the staff of other offices supporting parliament



  

Parliamentary Library 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are about 55 staff in the library divided into 5 teams– 1 staffed with both professional and assistant librarians deals with quick reference type questions; 2 teams are staffed with professional librarians and analysts with deep subject knowledge – they deal with questions which need information to be analysed or summarised; 1 team looks after our hardcopy and electronic collections and we also have an Information Management team looking after corporate information and records management for all of Parliamentary Service.�The first 3 teams I mentioned (the ones in orange on the slide)  are the ones involved in producing the debate packs.



  

Our Customers 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As a Library we offer both proactive and reactive research and information.  In terms of proactive we write research papers; we produce Bills Digests; and we keep various newsletters and data series up to date. However, in terms of effort, we spend far more time on responsive research – answering requests from individual MPs or their staff.  Each year we answer about 10,000 research requests and wherever possible try to meet our customers’ deadlines
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Responsive Research Service 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, why hadn’t we done debate packs in the past?  Concentration on reactive research – lack of resources, spread over supporting MPs in all their roles – the scrutiny and representative as well as the legislative.
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Existing Library Products 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have a role dedicated to producing the Bills Digests – a legal analysis and summary of the main clauses of a bill.  And we do several other types of products.  From time to time we would consider such a bills backgrounder service but would conclude that the responsive research service where we would give MPs tailored, personal answers was of more value than a standardised product. Until recently, there was no demand from customers either.
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Demand from customers 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
That changed in about July this year and it was very much driven by the customer.  The chief of staff from one of the political parties approached the Library, asking for this service and telling us several other parties would think it valuable too. It was really the conversations with key customers like researchers in party leaders’ officers which gave us insight into how at least one person in each of the seven political parties spends some time into collating background material on a bill.  If the Library did it for everyone, that would save time across the whole of the parliamentary precinct.  It was also useful to hear from customers that some of the different parties had jointly discussed the idea before approaching the Library with the request
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Debate Pack 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We worked with key customers in shaping the content of the pack.  One of the big decisions we made early on was whether to write a detailed synopsis and analysis of the bill or a brief summary.  Two main reasons were behind our decision to go with a brief summary – the existing Bills Digest service, with its legal analysis; and the time taken to write a detailed synopsis.�We worked with the customers to determine the final content of a pack and decided on a mix of, among other things, press releases from as many parties as possible, major reports leading up to the bills and media articles, as well as the synopsis written by a library analyst or senior librarian. Selecting and collating the other material is done by a library assistant or a librarian.�On updating the pack for the second reading we could re-do the media searches and look at major submissions from the select committee hearings on the bill.�Several customers told us they would value content which told of the bill’s impact on individuals; families or various groups in society, so we knew to look out for these sorts of articles when doing media searches.�We also valued customer’s input into the timing of packs – the final order paper normally comes out 3 ½ hours before the House starts sitting for the day and customers assured us that up until a couple of hours before the House sits is useful.  That certainly reinforced for us the knowledge that we have about the busy life of an MP.�We knew we wouldn’t have enough resource to cover each of the 4 types of bills – Government. Members’ local and private, so after consulting with customers decided to restrict the scope of the trial to Government bills only.
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Debate packs are “the best” thing the Library has done 
in his nine years in the complex.  They have all he needs 
and crucially bear the Library mark of quality (Party 
Leader’s Office) 

These are extremely helpful in my role (MP) 

Just watching Annette King speak in the House, and she 
used one of the specific examples highlighted in a media 
article in the debate pack (Library staff) 

So far, the last 2 or 3 have been either relevant or of 
interest to my MP. So, I feel like I'm getting a bonus from 
your feed of information. (EA) 

Feedback 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What do we think about the success of the trial so far?  Most of the success measures we set at the beginning of the trial have been met



  

Feedback 

The Debate Packs have been well-received by support staff in 
the party. They contain, in one package, the sort of 
information her colleagues have to scramble to assemble in 
only twenty minutes. (Party Leader’s Office) 

Then I read the debate pack provided by the 
Parliamentary Library, and in the legal commentary—
which I will quote (MP speaking in the House) 

I appreciate the service and have used the one for 
this afternoon already!  It helps heaps! (EA) 

These are such a great help to us all – we appreciate 
the assistance!!    A very worthwhile service!! (MP) 
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Presentation Notes
MPs have used the packs in the HouseCustomers have asked us for packs on specific billsCustomers have given us feedback on the contentLibrary staff have been able to use them to answer subsequent research requests



  

Feedback 

Gotta say - 

LOVIN LOVIN 
these Debate Packs !!!!!!!!!!! 
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Presentation Notes
Most of the comments have been positive and some of the thanks has been extremely enthusiastic
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Evidence of Use 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Two weeks ago we reminded customers that the trial was coming to an end and asked them to tell us what they thought about the packs, and did they want us to keep going with them. 
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Evidence of Use 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ve had about 30 responses so far. 



  

Do the customers want us to keep going? 
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They have reduced my requests to the Library to 
find background information on Bills by providing a 
convenient summary in one place.  

My only suggested change would be for 
them to come a bit earlier. 
Would be useful to have all bills covered if possible, 
delivered as soon as the information is available. – 
maybe with an update (of media coverage etc) nearer 
debate time for the bill if required 

The earlier the info is received the better 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You can see some of the comments coming up on the screen.  I’ve tried to select comments which either show how the customers use the packs in their work, or ones which have given us constructive ideas for improvement in content or delivery.



  

Do the customers want us to keep going? 
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The only improvement I can suggest is that the 
name of the Bill is in the subject line of the email, 
for ease of retrieval. 
The media is less inclined to report supportive 
commentary, so it’s often harder to find but it’s usually 
out there somewhere. 

They collate data that otherwise takes some 
time to find out 

My only suggested change is for them to come a 
bit earlier 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As expected, many customers wanted them as early as possible and for us to start doing all types of Bills – member’s local and private as well as Government.
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Impact on library staff 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And what about the impact on Library staff? On the whole, they’ve enjoyed the new task They have had to balance creating the packs with their more usual responsive research workload. �Having 2 roles (the synopsis writer and the compiler) involved in creating packs means people are working with others from different teams and in some cases it’s been the first time they’ve worked together on a product.  �One thing we’ve identified as part of the trial is a risk of having only 1 person in the key role of editor/quality control. That person is often extremely busy as the final stop before the packs are sent out and she is currently the only person in the Library with the editing expertise.  No holidays for her!�



  

Engaging with the order paper 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Staff have reported enjoying being more engaged with the Order Paper and looking forward to having “their” bill debated in the House.  
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Number of requests and debate pack cases created 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We were interested in finding out the degree of shift between our responsive research service and the proactive debate packs.  In terms of numbers, (the orange bar on the graph) as you’d expect, the number of responsive research requests far outweighs the number of debate packs.(the black bar on the graph)   We had a range of 876-1008 request over the 4 months of the main trial and the number of debate packs created ranged from 8-35



  

Hours spent on requests and debate packs 
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Presentation Notes
But we were quite surprised to find that the number of hours spent on producing debate packs was lower than we imagined it would be.  The range here was 1553 -1698 hours spent on research requests and 29-77 hours spent on debate packs.  The average time spent on a pack is 5 ½ hours. As of today (2 December) we’re into the last 2 sitting weeks of the year which means the trial is due to finish at the end of next week.  That gives us until 9 February when the House sits again for 2016 to make a decision on continuing the packs and or refining the content and delivery methods�



  

Questions for the audience 
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Does your library or research service 
do anything similar to this? 

What are the main issues and challenges 
in providing such a service? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now at this stage, I’d like to open the floor to you – you are welcome to ask me questions or to answer the questions about that you can see on the screen.  I’m really interested to hear about other libraries providing a similar service, and the amount of resource you put into it.
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